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This report provides a synopsis of work that has taken place as part of Dolan’s Community
Housing and Tourism project. The report is based on research, consultation and
collaboration with communities, community initiatives and community tourism businesses
within Dolan’s catchment area and further afield. Based on the research, we have been
planning a model of community ownership and running of holiday cottages. The report
below and the attached annexes look at:

Underpinning principles of Community Ownership of Holiday Cottages
Local Research and Consultation
Selling and purchasing guidelines
Community Tourism Experience Packages
A business plan in accordance with the core principles of Community Tourism, and
financial modelling.

Our hope is that the model will be of value to other communities and therefore the aim is
to facilitate the process of the future communitisation of holiday houses for social
initiatives across north Wales.

This scheme is intended for communities to own a holiday cottage to be run as a
community tourism venture managed by  the community, and for the benefit of the
community and the foundational economy locally. By owning a cottage, communities will
have an experience of running a community tourism venture for their communities, and
they will also keep at least one more house within the local housing stock in the face of an
increasing trend for houses to be sold as second homes in our communities. Communities
will use this package to:

Pecyn twristiaeth GymunedolIntroduction

Objective

1. Identify a suitable building in their communities,
2. Know how to purchase or sell property on a community basis,
3. Finance the purchase through a community share scheme,
4.  Develop the initiative based on the principle of community
    tourism – from the management and marketing to the
    day-to- day cleaning and administration,
5. Generate community profit that will be available to reinvest in
    the social housing stock in our communities.



Tourism is part of the economy of Dolan’s three catchment areas,
and we believe that most of the industry’s benefit is taken out of
our communities.

Dolan want to encourage a health community tourism industry
FOR THE BENEFIT of our communities, not at the costs of our
communities.

Dolan recognise and oppose the problems that derive from over-
tourism and its negative impact on our communities, language and
culture.

Dolan support campaigns calling for controls on tourism to ensure
that homes and communities are protected for future generations.
Everyone has a right to a home and that basic right has
precedence over any community venture to establish community
holiday houses.

Dolan also beleve that there this a need for communities to
benefit from the tourism industry by owning some of its
component to create a community benefit.

Underpinning Principles



Typical statistics:

Mae diwydiant twristiaeth bywiog mewn ardaloedd yng Ngogledd Cymru yn annog
buddsoddiad mewn eiddo, ac o ganlyniad yn gyrru prisiau tai yn uwch. Mae prisiau eiddo
wedi cynyddu'n sylweddol mewn rhannau o ogledd Cymru ac mae nifer cynyddol o bobl
leol yn cael eu prisio allan o’r farchnad gan fod incwm cartref ar gyfartaledd yn is gan
breswylwyr Gwynedd. Mae’r stoc tai yn gyfyngiedig ac felly mi fydd perchnogion eiddo yn
derbyn ad-daliadau uwch drwy rentu i ymwelwyr nac i bobl leol. “Dangosodd ffigyrau
diweddar gan gymdeithas adeiladu'r Principality fod prisiau tai yng Ngwynedd wedi codi at
y gyfradd uchaf ledled Cymru yr haf hwn, gan gyrraedd cyfartaledd uchaf newydd o
£198,279.” Cododd prisiau tai yng Nghymru 8.2% yn 2020, y gyfradd uchaf o gynnydd mewn
15 mlynedd. Mae pryderon felly y bydd rhai pobl methu ag ymuno â'r farchnad dai
oherwydd y cynnydd mewn prisiau. Mae sawl un o’r farn nad yw polisïau cyfredol gan
Lywodraeth Cymru a Chyngor Gwynedd yn gweithio'n ymarferol ar lawr gwlad, gyda thai
fforddiadwy mewn lleoedd fel Abersoch, Mynytho, Nefyn yn bell o fod yn hynny.

Mae adroddiad gan Gyngor Gwynedd yn dangos bod bron 10.76% o stoc tai Gwynedd
bellach yn ail gartrefi neu'n dai gwyliau. Mae’n anodd mesur pwy sydd yn perchnogi tai
gwyliau ac ail-gartrefi, hynny yw; does dim data ar gael i ddangos o le mae’r perchnogion yr
ail gartrefi hyn yn deillio. Er hyn mae tueddiad clir mewn ardaloedd lle mae nifer uchel o ail
gatrefi a phobl leol yn cael eu prisio allan o’r farchnad dai. Yng Ngwynedd mae 4873 o ail
gartrefi a 1976 llety gwyliau wedi cael eu hadnabod; mae hyn yn gyfanswm o 6849 o
“gartrefi gwyliau” yn y Sir.

Mae gwerth nodi bod llety gwyliau (yn wahanol i ail-gartrefi) yn cael eu adnabod am eu
gwerth economaidd, unai am eu bod yn cael eu rhedeg gan bobl leol neu oherwydd bod
ymwelwyr yn dueddol o wario arian yn lleol. Ni ellir meddwl am ail-gartrefi yn yr un modd,
gan nad oes ganddynt werth cymdeithasol ac economaidd clir. Ail gartrefi felly ac nid llety
gwyliau neu fusnesau gwyliau sydd yn creu niwed i’r gymuned.
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39% of houses

sold in Gwynedd
in 2017/2018
were second

homes

6,849 or 10.77%
of Gwynedd’s

housing stock are
holiday houses or

second homes
compared with a
Welsh average of

2.56%.

Almost 60% of

local are being
priced out of
the housing

market in
Gwynedd.



As far as our work is concerned, we see that encouraging community groups to take
control of the situation by owing holiday houses helps to solve the problem as we will be
encouraging people to visit the location rather that seeking to purchase second homes.
Local tourism businesses cause less harm to our communities and contribute towards the
local economy. We are encouraging partnerships and collaboration among community
groups and independent businesses in order to communitise the industry and ensure that
the local economy benefits from tourism.

Tourism and the Welsh language in north-west Wales

Evidence of the link between second homes and Anglicisation is highlighted in a scientific
study by Dylan Phillips and Catrin Thomas (University of Wales Centre for Advanced
Welsh and Celtic Studies, Aberystwyth), Effeithiau Twristiaeth ar yr Iaith Gymraeg yng
Ngogledd-Orllewin Cymru (Impacts of Tourism on the Welsh Language in North-West
Wales), 2001. That study showed unambiguously that the tourism, immigration from
England, and the decline of Welsh as a community language go hand in hand, and that
“tourism during the twentieth century has acted as a catalyst in the Anglicisation of many
communities in Welsh-speaking heartlands.”
A recent report by Gwynedd Council, “Managing the use of dwellings as holiday homes”
(December 2020) confirms the link between second homes and the decline of the Welsh
language: In areas with a high proportion of holiday homes, the percentage of Welsh
speakers is as low as 35.5% in Aberdyfi, where holiday home ownership is 43.31%, amd
43.5% in Abersoch, where the holiday home percentage is 46.36%. Although the Census
gathers information on the resident population and it is true to say that, like house prices,
the Welsh language suffers as a result of more people moving from outside Welsh to rural
areas, there is a noteable pattern of links between high levels of holiday home ownership
and the ability to speak Welsh.

References
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-
policies/Housing/local-housing-market-assessment.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cymrufyw/55164521
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cymrufyw/56016337
https://democracy.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/documents/s27926/Appendix%202.pdf
https://www.wales.ac.uk/cy/YGanolfanGeltaidd/ResearchProjects/CompletedProjects/
SocialHistoryoftheWelshLanguage/CroesoiGymru.aspx
Managing the use of dwellings as holiday homes. Joint Ynys Môn and Gwynedd
Planning Service and Cardiff Council, December 2020, pp. 44-45.
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Menter y Plu was established in 2018 to purchase and safeguard the local pub and to run it
as a community enterprise. The objective at the time was to:

Protect a historic building
Protect a community hub
Support local businesses
Create jobs

As part of the process there was a requirement to gather public opinion, hold public
meetings, establish a working group, do all the paper work (business template), raise
money, sell shares, prepare grant applications - and purchasing the pub was the last step
in the process.

The next step for Menter y Plu to communitise Capel Cariad, Llanystumdwy as a successful
holiday accommodation business for the benefit of the community. The chapel is in a
special location – next door to Tafarn y Plu and was built in 1831. The chapel was a private
holiday accommodation when it came for sale, and it was decided that the property is
unsuitable for making a permanent home for local people.
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The venture’s objectives:

Keeping a historic property in the hands of

the community.

Saving the chapel from being turned into a

second home by an external business

without any consideration of the local

community.

The development of community tourism;

creating partnerships with local businesses,

creating jobs for local people, reinvesting

profit for the benefit of the community.

Creating an experience package that

reflects the Welsh language and culture to

visitors so that tourism creates a benefit to

the community.

The creation of an additional income

stream to realise the entprises’s future

objectives.
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Three public meetings were held online to discuss the project. One meeting each in Blaenau
Ffestiniog, Penygroes and Bethesda. These were online meetings due to Covid-19 with
attendees a mix of local people, owners of tourism businesses, councillors and social
enterprises. During the sessions, Menter y Plu gave a presentation on the Capel Bach
scheme and a public question and answer session was then structured to discuss the
questions below. The comments summarise the findings based on the inputs of attendees.

What is the role of social enterprises in solving the housing crisis?
Social enterprises already manage properties and/or tourism projects. This project combines
both these specialisms. Dolan is aware of how tourism benefits from our area’s wealth and
beauty and this is increasingly true in relation to our communities’ housing stock that is
being developed as Airbnb or second homes. This is the reality of communities across
Wales and other areas across Britain. Our intention with this scheme therefore is to
challenge this situation from the bottom up looking at community ownership models of
holiday houses. There is an opportunity for us in Bro Ffestiniog, Dyffryn Nantlle and Dyffryn
Ogwen to purchase holiday homes and run them as examples of good practice in terms of
community tourism and keep all the profit to reinvest locally.

What is different about social enterprises purchasing a holiday house?
A social enterprise works for the benefit of the community and the profit will be reinvested
in the community. Social enterprises are committed to supporting the foundational
economy and a network of businesses, services and local people will be provided with
support and jobs through the project. A social enterprise will also raise awareness of our
culture and language to visitors and offer a ‘real’ experience of the area. The three social
enterprises that lead the Dolan project have an experience of implementing social benefit
projects and managing property.

What kind of property should be purchased?
There was clear agreement that neither Dolan or its constituent three social enterprises
should purchase property that would a home for a local family and turn it into a holiday
house. Based on feedback, the following type of properties were deemed suitable for such a
scheme:
       i) Holiday houses on the market and ready for use
       ii) Empty houses that could be developed as a sustainable holiday cottage
       iii) Houses that are unsuitable for local people’s purposes.

Ideally, Dolan would own properties that would be unsuitable for local people to live in
them. That is, holiday cottages that already exist in the area or empty buildings that could be
developed for the social enterprise’s purpose. Instead of outsiders acquiring the property for
private purposes, the property stays in community hands, and in future it could be possible
to sell the property on to local buyers.
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Is there a way of collaborating with small local tourism businesses?
Following the discussion, it became clear that small local tourism businesses are
implementing the principles of community tourism and the foundational economy and that
there is an opportunity to support these businesses as part of this project. Obvious
opportunities arose as part of the rental systems and joint marketing. In this respect, there
were discussions on opportunities to create ‘community tourism’ packages that would use
the services of local companies as part of specific community tourism packages.

Is there a need for this project and is it right ethically?
Eighty per cent of tourism in Gwynedd is under the ownership of large companies and this
means that any profit and benefit flows out from the local area. It’s certain that government
and legislative changes are needed to protect from harm, but governments cannot solve the
problem overnight. The role and success of social enterprises in our communities show a
potential and an opportunity to lead on solving the housing crisis through the creation of a
model of what tourism should look like, and how we can transform the problem so that it
benefits the community.

Over-tourism was also a theme discussed in the three consultation sessions. We recognise
that over-tourism is a problem, and we agree that the sector needs to be adequately
regulated. Dolan will continue to support campaigns to control the sector and safeguard
communities. However, visitors are a reality and therefore we believe that the tourism
industry needs to exist for the benefit of communities as well as the vistors. There is a
massive and increasing demand for holiday accommodation and it is therefore better that
this remains in local and community hands if we are to keep as much as possible of the
benefit locally and keep local ownership of our housing stock. In order to ensure community
support only buildings that are unsuitable for a usual home should be used and any profit
should be used for the benefit of the community, and ideally, towards the purchase of social
properties to be rented locally. The focus therefore is on enabling communities to
purchase community holiday houses by utilising what is here already. The project does
not intend taking homes from the market.



We foresee that an economic, social and environmental impact will stem from the
project. Firstly, social enterprises will be able to identify opportunities in term of
communitising an asset (holiday houses in this case) and as a result any benefit will be
reinvested in the community. Jobs will be created for local people and a network of
businesses and services will be supported through the model of community tourism. The
community will feel greater control over the situation and see tourism as an opportunity
rather than a problem. The language and culture will strengthen as there will be a greater
understanding and recognition by visitors and a higher use of the language among local
tourism providers. In the long term we foresee that profit from the projects can be used to
develop social housing in order to take a further step towards the creation of affordable
housing for local people.

This is a first step towards solving the housing crisis in our communities by:

Avoiding harm

Keeping the housing
stock local

Community
Benefit

· Developing
community holidays

under local ownership
that will create

community tourism
employment for local

people

Investing profit

Using the profit to go
towards a scheme to

purchase and
renovate social

housing
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What are the options for developing a logging system for the community holiday houses? A
community group could set up its own website to service the logging system, but based on
discussions with other providers, we recommend the establishment of partnerships with
indigenous local businesses that could provide a system professionally on our behalf. This
would strengthen the commitment to the foundational economy and encourage
collaboration across sectors and communities in Wales. Obviously, international platforms
such as Airbnb are also available, that have a greater reach and therefore a potential to
attract a greater number of visitors. Airbnb is also easy to use and enables a community
group to own one property without having to set up a system for it. However, platforms such
as Airbnb are part of the machinery that nurture individualistic over-tourism and therefore
contradict the community tourism ethos of the project. By working with local indigenous
businesses that have set up professional and successful booking systems it would be
possible to enable community groups to reach a wide audience whilst keeping true to the
fundamental principles. Dioni and Best of Wales are already platforms that are available
locally.

Indigenous Tourism
As well as owning the cottages, the resources provide particular opportunities in terms of
changing the focus of marketing aimed at England only and move towards attracting local,
regional and national visitors (from Wales) as well as provide opportunities to change the
marketing narrative to visitors from England and other countries. The community holiday
cottages will be marketed based on learning about our areas’ unique identity – linguistically
and culturally, and by using that as a marketing tool.

Staycations
As a result of Covid-19, Wales will be one of Britain’s main staycation locations. A ‘staycation’
is a holiday spent in one’s own country or locally. It is more affordable as there are less costs
in terms of travel, hotel, transport and food. It is more cost-effective to stay closer to home
and there will be more opportunities for short breaks and weekends. Staying locally will also
contribute towards the local economy by spending more money on restaurants, markets
and services that one would not normally use.

A new audience of ‘native’ tourists is emerging; people who deliberately want to support the
local economy and are local themselves to an extent. After the experience of Covid-19
people see the value of staying locally and see the benefits of waiting for holidays at a
location that reflects the ethos of community tourism.

Pecyn twristiaeth GymunedolMarketing and Administration



Marketing - examples of booking systems

Dioni 

Dioni is a booking platform for holiday
cottages in Wales. Dioni is an independent
business run by a small, dedicated and
practical team. They have a unique
combination of local knowledge and years of
experience of letting Welsh holiday cottages.

Best of Wales

Airbnb

Airbnb is a successful international platform,
and it operates an online market for
accommodation, mainly homestays for
holiday rentals, and tourism activities. Airbnb
create a profit by receiving a commission
from each order and they have
accommodation in over 100,000 cities and
220 countries across the world. The company
has been criticised for a link between rises in
the numbers of properties on its lists and
rent increases in their vicinity.

Fairbnb

Fairbnb.coop is a co-operative
accommodation booking platform that
promotes and finances local enterprises and
projects. Fairbnb.coop, like other platforms,
charges a commission for the service, but
half the commission is invested to finance
local community projects. Fairbnb.coop given
an opportunity for guests to participate in
the fairer and more sustainable tourism
model.  

Bee+Hive

Bee + hive is worldwide society of hotels,
parks and restaurants. Bee+Hive seeks to
show how tourism could have a positive
impact on the planet and it is a platform that
offers sustainable travel experiences.
Bee+Hive’s approach places it apart from
other similar societies as its aim is to help
and support members to develop and
promote tourism experiences that inspires
people and is based on the concept of
sustainability.

The holiday cottage agency Best of Wales is aimed at the provision of an excellent service
that is of benefit to owners and vistors.
It is a Welsh agency, based in Wales, employs staff from Wales and offers the best of Welsh
accommodation. It is a bilingual company, and each service is available in Welsh and English.
The main mission is to give you the ‘full warm Welsh Welcome to Wales.’



Dolan have already set up Dolan Tourism Network to discuss what is ‘community tourism’
– the core elements and how to act in the tourism industry in a way that sustains our
communities rather than undermine them.

In order to support the foundational economy within the industry, the community holiday
cottages would sit within a marketing framework that offers real local experiences for
tourists. The cultural benefits of doing this are obvious – the local knowledge and
understanding in terms of language, culture, place names and heritage. There are also
however economic advantages by encouraging collaboration and joint marketing
between community providers in the sector.

Based on these principles and the wide experience of Dolan enterprises and tourism
businesses in the catchment area, we see immense potential in establishing experience
packages for tourists that would give a real taste of our culture and communities. Example
of the packages can be found in the appendix. Some are based on already existing
packages by other organisations such as Llety Arall in Caernarfon and on good practise
within our communities and beyond.

In Penygroes, Blaenau Ffestiniog and Bethesda, there is community accommodation
space and these packages will be developed with the holiday cottages concerned, but
also in partnership with Pengwern Cymunedol Cyf, Cell B, Caban Gerlan, Byncws y Fic
Bethesda, Byncws Siop Griffiths and Byncws Rhyd Ddu. We will also collaborate with
private community accommodation providers.

The three areas also own community electricity transportation schemes. We hope to draw
these vehicles into each one of the proposed holiday packages but especially the
sustainability holiday package.

We believe also that new kindd of tourists could be attracted to our areas on the basis of
this vision. The packages will vary based on the target audience, but we believe there is
an opportunity to provide a ‘Cynefin a Chymuned’ (Locality and Community) introductory
session as part of the offer in each package. Educating and enhancing the cultural
experience of the visitor is a priority.

Community Tourism Packages



There are several models for raising capital for the purchase of property to be let to
visitors through a community approach.

1. Loan
Mortgages – Lender guidelines are generally quite strict for lending to purchase a
property to let. On average, the monthly income from the property must by 130% of the
monthly repayment. Neither is a mortgage/loan provided without having between 20%
and 40% of the purchase price as a deposit.
These types of lending guidelines make it difficult for a community enterprise to raise the
money, especially as property prices in western Wales are so high. More creative solutions
must therefore be sought.

Social Investment Cymru – Social Investment Cymru provide grants and loans to social
enterprises to purchase property. They are also considering the establishment of a
community scheme to purchase holiday properties. Like private commercial lenders
Social Investment Cymru also have lending guidelines, but they can be more flexible in
terms of the income and deposit although the business plan and the financial projections
must be viable. One disadvantage is that the interest on the mortgage or local is currently
comparatively high at 7%. The money provided is generally shared between a grant and a
loan; the challenge is to have a situation where the necessary sum to borrow is
sufficiently low so that the income is adequate to make the repayments.

2. Community Shares
With a robust business plan the enterprise can raise community shares to contribute
towards the cost of purchasing the property. The interest paid on community shares is
generally lower than what is offered by commercial investments and is under the control
of the social enterprise. This is therefore a cheaper way of raising capital for the venture.
The Ynni Ogwen scheme is one example of a community shares scheme where interest
of 3%-5% is paid annually. There are also successful examples of community share
schemes in the catchment area for the purchase of community pubs and hotels. Notable
examples include Tafarn y Pengwern in Llan Ffestiniog and Llety Arall in Caernarfon.

Raising capital for the purchase of holiday
properties



3. Combinations
By the creation of a finance package that is a combination of a loan, grant and community
shares, the venture becomes mor attractive and a viable business. As all situations are
different, individual finance profiles would have to be made for each purchase on the
basis of the loan, grant and community shares inputs.

4. Proposed Model
Dolan and Social Investment Wales are discussing the establishment of a new financing
package that would be a combination of a loan, a grant, and possibly community shares to
purchase TWO properties. The idea is to purchase two properties, one to let to visitors and
the other to be rented as a home for a local family. By having a right combination for the
two properties the rent from the ‘permanent home’ and the letting income from visitors
could be sufficient to repay the loan element.

Apart from financial considerations, such a model would be in accordance with the core
thinking of the project to keep home and create a benefit to our communities.

Raising capital for the purchase of holiday
properties



The main findings can be summarised as follows:

1. COMMUNITISATION – There is an opportunity to communitise a small section of the
tourism industry by owning communal holiday homes in our communities.

2. OVER-TOURISM – Communities are concerned about the impacts of over-tourism but
also see the opportunities to develop tourism projects under local ownership.

3. KEEPING THE HOUSING STOCK – Any purchase of a property should be sensitive to
local needs and a holiday cottage should not be developed if there is local demand for
that house as a home. Likewise, any profit from this community enterprise should be used
towards the purchase of houses to rent locally.

4. COMMUNITY TOURISM – The holiday cottages should be managed and developed in
accordance with the principles of community development and sustainability, taking
every opportunity to purchase and to use services from local tourism companies and
enterprises. A network of local mutually supporting local tourism businesses should be
promoted.

5. OPPORTUNITIES – There are opportunities to collaborate on indigenous tourism
packages based on ‘community’, ‘cultural’ and ‘sustainability’ experiences, and these
packages should be led by close collaboration with local companies and enterprises.

Conclusions



1. Business Plan and Financial Projections template
2. Guidelines on the purchase and selling of holiday cottages
3. Community Tourism Packages
4. Questions and Answers

Appendices


